
Pre-viewing

1 You’re going to hear three Spanish-speakers talk about what they like to shop for
and where they like to go shopping. What words do you expect them to use?
Work with a partner to create a list of words you think the interviewees will use.

Post-viewing

2 How many of the words on your list did the interviewees use? Put a checkmark
next to the words you heard in the interviews.

3 Check off the things each interviewee likes to buy.

4 What did the interviewees do besides shop during their last shopping trip?
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Supplemental Vocabulary
aire libre outdoor las deportivas sweats 
los aretes earrings el mercadillo street market
dar una vuelta to go around el ocio free time

Dayana Miriam Pedro

música

ropa

zapatos

Dayana Miriam Pedro

comer

dar una vuelta

encontrarse con amigos y 
charlar

ir al cine
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10 Escoge la respuesta correcta para cada pregunta. 
    1. If you request a certain talla in a Latin American country, what are 

you buying? 
a. shoes b. clothes 

    2. Why are shoe sizes in Spanish-speaking countries different from 
those in the U.S.? 
a. They make smaller shoes. b. They use the metric system. 

    3. What is a guayabera? 
a. a Cuban shirt  b. a Cuban rhythm 

    4. Where do people regatear in Latin America? 
a. chain stores b. open-air markets 

    5. In which two states could you best market products to the Spanish- 
speaking population? 
a. California and Florida b. Oregon and Kansas 

 

11 Tell whether each of the following statements is a) cierto or b) falso. 
    1. Las croquetas is a dance performed during the Miami Carnival. 
    2. La Pequeña Habana is a Cuban district in Miami. 
    3. St. Augustine, Florida was founded in 1865. 
    4. Oranges were first brought to Florida by Spanish explorers. 
    5. Typical ingredients in floribeño foods include plantains, shell fish, 

and mangoes. 
 

12 Write a paragraph about the Carnaval de Miami. Be sure to mention where it takes 
place in the city, what it celebrates, and one type of music you can hear. 
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